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The Student Government
passed a watered down version
of the football club appropriation uflcr a very lengthy discussion to highlight a long,
drawn out meeting. Other important bills receiving the Gov-

November 24. 1965 ernment's approval concerned
donn

check-Ins,

the

fencing

Eminent Sociologist
To Visit Here Dec. 2
Both secretary to Prime
Dr. Sorokin sums up his life have read and the lectures to
Minister Kerensky of Russia, by noting, "I know what it which I have listened."
condemned to die, and finally means to be damned and
Professor Sorokin Is the
banished from the Soviet Union
author of some 35 volumes, inwith the communist take -over: praised; to be banished or to
lose one's brothers and friends
in a political struggle and, in
modest degree, I have experienced also the blissful grace of
creative work. These life-experienccs have taught me more
Dr. Sorokin, Emeritus Pro- than the Innumerable books I
fessor of Sociology at Harvard
and Internationally distinguished sociologist and scholar will
discuss "Western Religion and
Morality of Today" in a public
lecture at 8;30 p.m. in Gonzaga
Auditorium December 2. He
will also giVe two private colloquia in the afternoon. Admls.
sion to these are by ticket only.
Professor Sorokin was born
in the small village of Tourya
in Russia and received extensive
education in Teacher's College
and the University of St. Petersburg. From 1905-10 he was a
member of the Psyche-Neurological Institute. He became the
founder, first professor and
Chairman of the Department of
Sociology at St. Petersburg in
1919 and received his doctorate
in 1922.
From his experience in crimInology and penology gained
during three imprisonments for
his political activities, Dr.
Sorokin gained a Magisters
Degree in Criminal Law. With
the explosion of the Russian
Revolution, he became one of
the founders of the Russian
Peasant Soviet, editor of the
Will of the People, a leading
member of the Russian Constituent AssemblY,a member of the
Council of the Russian Republic
Dr. Pltlrlm
and Kerensky's secretary.
Because of his resistance to
Lenin Trotsky and Kamanev,
Professor Sorokin was arrested
on January 3, 1918. After his
release, he helped engineer the
overthrow of the communist regime in Archangel and was sen·
Marc Baldwin and C. M.
tenced to death. After six
weeks, Lenin reinstated him at Kenefick have been elected top
St. Petersburg. In 1922 he was officers for the Freshman Class.
finally banished.
An amendment to the constituAfter a brief stay in Czechos· tion was also passed in the Genlavakia, Dr. Sorokin accepted eral Election last Thursday.
invitations from the UniversiRounding off the Freshmen
ties of TIlinols and Wisconsin to slate were Jack Mara, Treasurlecture on the Russian Revolu- er, and Kevin Sullivan, Secretion In 1923. Following a brief tary. Thomas Colucci. Thomas
professorship at the University Conlin, Thomas Moylan, John
of Minnesota, he founded the Mullen and Michael pozzetta
department of sociology at Har- copped the on-campus represenvard.
tative posts.
and the founder of the Department of Sociology at Harvard,
Dr. Pitirlm A. Sorokin claims
that "eventfulness has possibly
been the most significant feature of my life-adventure."

cluding Contemporary Soclolog·
leal Traits. The Crisis of Our
Age, Fads and Foibles in Sociology, Society, Culture and Per8Onallt~ and his autobiography,
A Long loumey and has contributed to many scientific jour-

nals.

club, and the access road by the
Playhouse.
The meeting started very
slowly because of several proposed amendments to
the
agenda. The whole process o{
accepting an agenda took about
rorty minutes. It ",as durin&,
this discussion that Jeremiah
Buckley announced that he
would oppose all financial bUis
~ause he claimed that aU the
provisloD.!l of the Constltutlon
had not been 10Uo",ed.
The first business of the evenIng was to consider an appropriation of thirty dollars to
the Chemisty Club to aid them
In their publication of the Condenser and the various lectures
which they schedule during the
year. The bill passed despite
Mr. Buckley'S nay.
All attention then moved to
the Football Club Bill. This bill
was immediately amended b)'
Bob Quakenbush to read that
the Government would have to
give money ranging from 0 to
$500 depending on how much
the club needed to reach their
$5,000 goal after they reached
$4.500.
The rules were suspended Sf)
that Paul Barnes could address
the legislature. He explained
that the club planned to solicit
money from the freshmen's
parents through the students
and also to raise monel' by
sclling Christmas gifts. He also
went on to e.xplain that it is
necessary for Ihis $5.000 to be
liability free according to the
rules set down by Fr. Mahan.
Mr. Barnes said that one of his
reasons for approaching the
Government was an IIttempt to
show the support of the whole
student body which the Legislature represents.
Paul Greeley and Terrl' Smith
commented that the Student
Government was not showing
its support of the Football Club

and that the legislature should
support the club. The bill was
finally brought to a vote and
passed over Mr. Buckley's objection.
A bill urging that late lights
restrictions be remow.'(l. for all
Sophomores, Juniors. I\nd Seniors passed with little 0; po!<ltion.
The next bill proposed that the
entrance adjacent to lhe Playhouse be opened to facilitate
students traveling from Regis
HalJ to other parts of the
campus. Mr GreelE'y in his ccmmittee report pointed tlult his
committee opposed the bill because it would be used as a
short cut for townspeople going from North Benson to
Round Hill Road. lie pointed
out that this might cause a
traffic jam and pre~nt a
hazard to the student's safety.
Mr. Standish refuted these observations. The bill passed <lespite some objection.
The important Mardi Gras
bill giving the committee $2.50
for each package deal bought
by the first ISO students also
met with legislative approval.
The Fencing Club had their
constitution approved a.'ld received a loan of ~180 which
is to be repaid by the end of
the 1965-6 year. The club president pointed out that it was
necessary to buy equipment {or
practice. The bill 'vas passed
over Jeremiah Buckley's negative vote.
The last piece of legislation
passed by the Government was
a recommendation that ~tudents
who miss the 11 o'clock eheck
in may check in before midnight with the prefect on duty.
The n~t meeting will be
held on December 2. ({evin
McGovern said he will try to
give a progress report on the
bills which have already been
passed.

Business Leaders
Plan Community

A. Sorokln

Baldwin Frosh Prexy
In a very close ballot Glenn
GrannJgna and William Johnson
got the nod for day-hop representatives and WiJiam Brennan,
At-Large.
Anthony Labesky and James
Nicksa gained. the Sophomore
On-Campus openings.
The Amendments, now In ef{ect, reads. "If any representative in the Legislative Branch
is absent from three meetings
during any one session he is
liable to compulsory censure.

"The creation of a community. as history proves. depends
upon the men who live in that
community and the resources
they have available to them",
keynoted Fr. McInnes at this
year's f1.rst Community Forum,
"Top Management Looks at
Future of the Community."
Mr. Ernest Henderson, Sr..
Chairman of the Board of the
Sherton Corporation, Mr William Cooper of the United Illuminating Company and Mr.
Sam Hawley, President of the
Peoples Savings Bank, rounded
off the list of speakers.
Over 100 civic, business, and
academic leaders saw the success of Boston in a similar endeavor and received a general
perspective of the resources and
manpower oC Fairfl.eld County.
Mr. Henderson, a member of
the Boston College Citizens
Seminars, said that there is a
need for removing the "iron
curtain" that isolates important
groups in the community. He
noted that this forum is

a necessary contribution to this
region and compared it with the
famous Boston College series
which had tremendous suc~
in rejuvenating Boston.
Mr. Hawley said the financial
stake in group planning for the
future Is the responsibility of
business leaders to the needs
of the community.
Alluding to the recent black
out, Mr. Cooper had DO ready
answer, but emphasized that in.
creasing power demands makes
inter-region connection necessary.
To illustrate the needs that
will face Fairfield County in the
future, Mr. Cooper drew on the
studies of the Greater Bridgeport Regional Planning Agency
which showed that population
is expected to double in the
area by the year 2,00.
Mr. Cooper ('lllphasized the
tremendous need for housing,
industrial and educational expansion. He also noted that the
"grass-root local government
Continued on PAGE 6

Monday Morning Quarterbacks
l'For in this merely negative fault-findinB a proud poaition
is taken - ODe which .overlOlQIu the object, without having
entered into it, - without having comprehended ita potitive
upects." - Hegel

Certain laws of time and
space govern human capacity.
These same laws also limit the
perfection of the objects of
man's attention.
Perhaps, by discussing how
such Jaws effect the publication
of the STAG, those ignorant of
the presures of production may
become enlightened, and at the
same time draw suggestions of a
Christianly critical, rather than
caustically grandiose, nature.
It was thought last year, when
the STAG began publication on
a weekly basis. that such things
as meeting announcements
might receive more attention.
To our pleasant surprise, however, issues of more far reaching
consequence and universal applicability have enabled us to
continue our stated desire to
provide the community with a
sounding board of opinion and
expression. This is witnessed by

the large devotion of space to
letters to the editor.
This is not to say that the
STAG's coverage could not, with
a larger staff, be extended. In
the absence of a numerically
sufficient staff and despite repeated attempts to enlarge it
(to little avail), the STAG has
continually made it known that
its pages are available for
essays, critiques and other forms
of faculty and student expression of a cultural and aesthetic
vein. Such intellectual undertakings, save in a few cases,
have given way to an emotional,
cry-baby attitude about what
the STAG does or does not print.
Space is a quantitative, measurable, distributive phenomenon
and as such is limited. In addition, the limitations of a budget
have been imposed upon the
STAG this year, thus requiring

a more careful allotment of our
commodity.
The question of how meetingannouncements and the like are
to be communicated to the community was recently discussed
with a student legislator who
liked the suggestion that a Student Government financed Calendar of Events be made available on a wholesale basis, and
agreed to present it to the Legislature. Unfortunately, the motion turned out to be a call
for just what the STAG provides - a channel of expression - - rather than a Calendar of Events which would be at
the disposal of the entire community.
That any newspaper is a
means of announcing events is
in fact true. If, however, the
college publication deteriorates
to a mere means of announcement - ignoring the tremendous pool of intellectual resources
available to it as a means of expression and community dialogue - it sacrifices that which
distinguishes it so clearly from
its commercial counterpart.

Letters To The Editor

~------------

Two Sides To Every Coin
To the Editor:
Writing in the Manchester Guardian
for May 6, 1926. C'harles Prestwich
SCott states, "The newspaper is of
necessity something of a monoply, and
its first duty is to shun the temptations of monoply. lts primary otl'ice is
the gathering of news. At the peril of
its soul it must see that the supply
is not tainted. Neither in what it
gives. nor in what it does not give,
nor in the mode of presentation. must
the unclouded face of truth suffer
wrong. Comment is free but facts are
sacred,"
In the November 17 issue of the
STAG Mr. Rich Peck gave a by-line
report on the November 11 meeting of
the Student Legislature, Because he
made numerous references to my comments and votes in which. ] believe,
he treated the facts as somewhat less
than sacred, ] feel compelled to clarify the positions] took.
First, Mr. Peck noted that I objected
to and voted against the budget reported by the Finance Committee. While
Mr, Peck could find room to report
these facts, he was unable to explain
why] objected. In fact, ] was opposed
because the legislature made a blanket
appropriation with insufficient debate.
Close to one tenth of the money collected in Activties Fees was appropriated for telephone calls without discussion. The sum of $300.00 was ap>l'Opriated for buses for away games,
yet no one questioned whether these
would be adequate to accomodate all
who wanted to use them or whether
the users should be charged some fee,
These and other questions were precluded by a rapid motion of the previous question. Therefore, ] was not
able to give my assent to this massive
appropriation bill.
secondly, in reprinting on the bill
to abolish ofT-corridor pennission before "lights·out", Mr. Peck states that
I "led the argument against this bill."
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Unfortunately, he confuses the posing
of one question (which, by the way,
went unanswered) with leading opposition to a bill, The question was
posed out of curiosity, not hostility,
as he would indicate. Even a day-hop
can be curious. ] abstaIned because,
while my constituents were unarrected
by the bill, representatives of those
who were at'l'ected asked that they be
left with responsibility for the matter.
Earlies this year the Student Legislature called upon the STAG to print
all bills in their final form as they
passed the legislature. This procedure
has not been followed. Instead the
STAG has given us a by-line report
which characterizes arguments as
strong and laughter as cynical. "Comment is free but facts are sacred."
The legislature can call you to reo
;ponsibiJity. but you alone can shun
the temptations of monopoly." With
the fond hope that you will soon do
so, J remain,
Sincerely yours,
Jeremiah Buckley

".S "lease do nat ebarac~rize my
letter with one of your pltby captions.

-

•

To the Editor;
Gentlemen, in the past two and onehalf years that I have been at Fairfield 1 have watched her grow in many
ways. For the most part I have been
pleased with what I have secn; 1 think
we all have, and rightly so. Also in
the past two and one-half years] have
become involved with many diverse
areas of student life, and, like many
others, have Idl)' criticized the Student
Government. This year, however, 1
decided to take a good, hard look at my
object of criticism. Consequently I
have attended quite a few legislative
meetings, in whole or in part, Tonight,
11/18/65, ] have just returned from

another, my interest lying in the passage of the Football Club bill. I would
like to say that this meeting, although
rather long winded, seemed to be an
objective presentation of ideas and
arguements by men. not bigots. Above
all it was excellently governed as in
contrast to previous yean.
However, Ihere was one serious
drawback, found in the presence and
performance of Mr. Legislator, Jeremiah Buckley. The news media have
called Tuesday. Nov. 9. Black Tuesday,
and I call Thursday, Nov, 18, Black
Thursday for the contemporaries and
supporters of Mr, Buckley. Gentlemen,
the act contrived by Buckley was
enough to make one cry, in pity not
sympathy! I envy your dramatic talent,
Mr. Buckley; if Everett Dirksen could
only see you now!
I beR: those represented by this man
to urge him to modify his views, or,
at least, to adopt a few sensible ones!
I am re!ering specifically to Mr. BuckIcy's blunt, and bigoted, statement
that he would vote "No" on the three
financial bills to be presented that
evening BEFORE debate had begun
on the proposed bills. Mr. Buckley
said he stood on the constitution when,
in fact. the Financial Chnnn, 'stated
that he possessed the constitutionally
required documents necessary for a
loan. or an appropriation. I think an
explanation is owed to Buckley's supporters for his actions lhat evening.
He also might explain to all of us why
he sat quietly through the proceedings,
after making the usual hub-bub, readIng a book! This, to me, is bigotry.
not constructive criticism or fruitful
legislation.

Once again I beg Mr. Buckley's
one or two legislative contemporaries,
and those who voted him into office,
to urge the modiftcation of his views
and actions lest his name be construed
with lhat of anolher political orator
also noted for his raving tendencies.

Thank you,
Bart FnDey '87

That only certain activities
taking place on campus have
been reported in the weekly
STAG, results from the limitation of space and our budget.
Furthermore, where events involving the commitment and involvement of members of the
community to a cause occur, or
where one event is judged more
universally applicable to its
readership, the STAG feels dutybound to give preference to
such. For example, in the particular case questioned in today"s
"Letters To The Editor", the
recent article concerning forbidden books was we feel adequately treated for the following reasons: 1) The article received
front page coverage; 2) Its
careful and well formed phraseology was perfectly clear and
any elaboration was therefore
unnecessary; 3) More than adequate editorial thanks were
given to Bishop Curtis, the Administration and the faculty.
without dragging Fairfield Universitv's dirty linen out in public,
AGAlN.
Therefore. in the presence of
budgetary restraints and the
relative scarcity of space available for announcements, we
strongly encourage the formulation of legislation which will
eventually see the publication of
a mass distributed Calendar of
Events.
Furthermore, we continue to
strongly encourage Christianly
critical suggestion.
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Delegate Views World Affairs Conference
George Deren. Junior Government major pre.enb an intriguing and informative view OD" Ameri·
can treatment of the world'. dependent nations. He
gathered: hi. information at aD IntematiODaI Conference on world affair•• t McGill Ullivenity, Montreal, Canada.

I had the good fortune to at· These .6ve days proved for me
tend the McGill Conference on and, 1 presume Mr. DelVaglio,

World Affairs which was held
at McGill University in Montreal, Canada, several weeks
ago. Cesare DeIVagUo, the
other Fairfield delegate and I,
flew to the confeN!nce on Wednesday and returned on Sunday.

to be such a unique experience
that I feel I would be remiss
if I didn't pass on to you the
impressions 1 gained at this
conference.
I should begin by describing
the organiz.a tion of the eon-

Senior Psych Major
Elected NEPA Fellow
A col1$iderable honor has recently been conferred upon
senior Psyehology Major, Paul
Handa!. Due to his sununer
research and to the quality ot
several articles that he has submitted for publication, Mr. Handal has been elected as one of
the undergraduate Fellows of
the New England Psychological
Association,
Paul was formally presented
to the members of the associa·
tion at the meeting on November 12th. This was held at the
Sheraton Hotel in Boston, Our·
ing this three-day convention,
a summary of Mr, Handal's research wor was reviewed by
the members of the N.E.P.A.
Two of Paul's articles will appear in the Psychology journal,

PS)'cbODomIc Sctence. His third
article is pending publication
in the scienti.6c journal, Endoc.
rinolog)', It will prove rather
exceptional if Mr. Handa!'s
article is accepted by this
later journal, for t~ nature

field of Biology rather than
if
Its contents center about the
Psychology.
Paul e.m.'etod hi, '",mob
during this past summer at the
Psychology Research Center on
North Benson Road. He worked
with Mr. George Wolte who
docs research at Yale and is a
member of the Psychology department here at Fairfield.
This is the first time that a
student of Fairfield has been
elected to the New England
Psychological Association.

Film Society Social;
Possible Films Chosen
The film society has recently
been n:!-Instated as an aclive
club. The purpose of the S0ciety, as formulated at its organiultional meeting on Nov.
17, is both educational and ~

Science Club
At Nat. Lab
Members of the Physics-Math
Club and the OIemistry Club
recently participated in the annual College Day at Brookhaven
National Laboratories. Each
year Brookhaven, one of the
world's finest research facilities
in high energy physics and its
allied disciplines, sets aside one
day $0 that students from area
colleges may tour Its facilities,
Such apparatus as the 33 BEV
Alternating Gradient Synchrotron, the world's largest particle accelerator, was open to
tM visItors.
Ten members of the clubs
toured the facilities In buses
provided by the laboratory.
Members of the staff of the
laboratory were present at each
bUilding to answer al\Y questions concerning the operation
or theory of the equipment.
The eight hour trip was considered by all participants to be
a great success.

cial. It will be educational in
respect to the art of the film
and also in the message of the
individual films. The Society
will also be social in character
with regard to future hUlCtiOns

with neighboring girl schools.
supplementing the school's s0cial calendar.

Stephen Kiely was elected
President, Raymond Gaboriault,
Vice President, and William
Grava, Treasurer. The remainder of the twenty or so members was divided into committees to handle certain functions.
Mr. O'Connor is the club's moderator.
In addition, a tentative list
of turns was chosen. These
were: La Dolce Vita, Night Of
The Hunter, My Name Is Ivan,
Mississippi, Long Voyage Home,
zero For Conduct, Hiroshima,
Mon Amour, Wild Strawberries,
and A Shadow Of Doubt. These
will be presented in Gonzaga
Auditorium at advantageous
times for the student body. The
.6rst fUm is scheduled for the
first week in December. No admission charge will be required,
a reversal of last year's policy.
Refreshments and a short discussion will follow each presentation.
The Society hopes that its reinstallment and future plans
will provide for a nltW dimension in campus life not only in
the educational valoe of the art
of the film.

ference. Represented at the affair were a total of forty-five
colleges and Universities from
Canada and the United States.
Although twenty~ven of the
schools were from the States
most of the delegates were not
Americans. Quite a few were
citizens of African nations going
to schools In the United States.
I should also point out that
many of the Ameriean colleges
represented were what we often
refer to as the "best" - Yale,
Radcliffe. Dartmouth, The Air
Force Academy and the Naval
Academy, to name a few.

ThIrd World
The conference Itself was centered upOn a study of the
"nili'd World" - the underdeveloped nations of Asia and
Africa. Each delegate was given
a specific topic on which to present a paper. My topic, for example, was '1'1'Ie Soviet Foreign
Policy in Asia and Africa."
Others included: The Roots of
Instability - Economic
and
Non - Economic, The future
of International Peacekeeping,
The We6t and Af~Asian RevoJutlons.

The night before one was to
present his paper A speaker of
renown in Canada or the United
States presented a talk on the
general area the paper was to
cover. This was intended to help
stimulate discussions in pre!>
aration for the conferences and
perhaps provide some clarincation of issues as they "actually
exist." The purpose of these
conferences was to provide a
firm basis for discussion that
would keep the "ivory-tower
theoretician rooted in the reali·
ties of world politics."

~ot), will seem i~ultlnl to
many students not only here at
Fairfield but throughout the
nation as well. For, the problems and inadequacies ot the
Fairfield delegates were not
unique but representative of the
difficulties of most all the
American delegates.
I t is my I.rm beUet that the
American student. at tbJa eo-.
tcrence on world "alrw were
the lca.t knowlcd«eable ot aU
the student. pl"Nent wlUI roep.rd to world . .a.In _d more

parUeularly with rcprd to tbe
make-up _d probleaui ot the
To this end the entire con- undc.rde'·cloped _tIoaI.
ference was successful. Of
course, despite all the elaborate I~
~
organization the really profilable discusions were those carEd. Note Mr. ne.rned on infonnally _ in the ,,111 de\'elop his .tatemell't
cafes throughout the city, in In the next lnue aDd elte
the suites within the hotel, and 8peo<'lftC examples wblcb be
at the dinner tables in the Uni. encountered at tbe 00Dferversity itself. These means of cnec, a.I¥o, he will relate
communication proved infonna. these to present tomp
tively invaluable to those who polley and the coa4tUem. fa
participated.
our own r<wemmcnt departI now find it a disagreable 1\._m_e_oL.
---.J
duty to make a statement I'
which perhaps, (and 1 hope

I.:::::.:.i~;~~~~~~~~;~~::::~~~~~;;,~~~~~[;;;;f--
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u.s. Losing Its Allies, Foresight
The End of Alllan«

Party: Difficult Play
The University Players opened their ninth season r«enlly
with a production of T. S.
Eliot's Tbe CodrtaU Party. The
cast, under the direction of Mr.
Robert Emerich (with special
assistance given by Mrs. Ann
Martin) achieved only a limited
success with the di1I"lcull play.
The di1I"iculty arises (rom the
fact that Eliot'. play abounds

modulation in his role which
made his part all the more
el'fective.

philosophy. The basic action
becomes an intellectual one on
the part of the audience.
'Ibe acton must make up for

ence and the cast. Tbe production was a good attempt to
present the play, but unfort·
unate1y it ultimately failed.
The next play to be presented
will be Jack Richardson's The
Prodigal, with performances
starting 11 February.
WUl1am F. Dellic-

In tile Round

This production was done in
the round. 'The obvious advantage was that the audience is
more a part of the action than
in the conventional thealN.
Because the audience was 10
with the phUosophical views much a part of the premise of
that characterized his poetry. the play, this technique WaJI
What is presented (there is very very etrective.
UtUe action on stage) is the
The CocktaU Party is a dif·
essence, with its many levels ficult play to present. It makes
and symbolisms, of the personal demands upon both the audi-

the play's tack of action. They
must lift the play from seeming

didacticism to the level or entertainment. It was In this area
that the production failed.

By RoDald Steel

(New York, Viking Press, 1964)
Readjustment is the theme
of our world today. Reconcilla·
tion, conciliation, withdrawal,
and resurgence are the forms
that this readjusbnent is taking
In our international alliance systems. The world seemed unsafe
but simple in the shape and
pattern it fell into in the immediate post-war period. Russia
was holding on tightly to her
new litter of European satel·
lites, and Western Europe erJ.
tered the protecting fold of the
North Atlantic Treaty 0rganIzation, atteptlng as foster parent her fonner child America.
It was a moment not of pride
but of resignation for Europe.

But new forces were to reno
del' old alliance systems obsolete. The point at issue in
this book is the influence that
these forces have had on the
American· European
alliance

system. What has happened to
this alliance is easy to see. ]t
is not so easy, on our part, to
accept It. For the great American Century, In the visions of
Franklin D Roosevelt and John
S'l II 'qlA:w .. Sl 'sanna J31BO..i
rather an American-EuropearJ.
Russian-Olinese century. And
perhaps we can add Africa to
the chain. Every country is
striving for or has attained dJp.
lornatic independence. The trend
toward that independence lS
shattering our alliance with Eu
rope, which we have seen m
terms of the Atlantic com
monity. ]t is necessary for this
alli.ance to develop into a poll
tical federation. The alternative
is disintegration. A resurgent
Europe seems to have chosen
the latter course.

the tensions and forcea: that the
book c1arlftes. A unifying thread
of discussion running thrOU&hout Is the Inftuence that the
development of atomic weapons
has had on our alliance. Our
political puritanism allowed us
to enthrone our Ideals on the
ediI\ce of a dependent and tom
Europe. We developed a Manichean outlook on the world
struggle. We were waging a
moral crusade for the allegiance
of mankind. We could brandish
the bomb because we were the
moral principle in this Mani-ehean world So also thought
the Russians of themselves.

Atomic Inflanee

But now both of us are forced
to admit that our Puritan and
Marxist sanctimony is causing
us to lose touch with a chang.
Ing and revolutionary world
situation. And Russia has no
monopoly on this revolutionary
activity. President Kennedy
onee said: "We must face the
(act that the United States is
neither omnipotent nor omniscient, that we cannot always
impose our will on the other
ninety-four per cent of mankind, that we cannot right
every wrong or reverse each
adversity, and that therefore
there cannot be an American
solution for every world problem." ] do not know whether
anyone has said anything simIlar in Russia; but ] wonder
how many there have secretly
thought it to themselves.. This
may be the basic assumption
of those In RlBlia who are sincerely interested in peaceful c0existence.

Steel has compactly and c0ncisely captured the situation of
American· European
alliance
since the end of World War n
The exposition rings true because we have all experienced

Plot
The plot concerns itself with
a London lawyer (John Ka\>
penberg) whose marriage (to
Mrs. Ley1a Lenagh) is at a
point whet'1! It will either end
n divorce, or with help, be
strengthened. He has just ended
an aft'alr with Cella (Mrs. Eileen Wilson) and she previously
with ;Peter (,Robert Mann).
Three mutual friends (Mrs.
Molly OUVf!r, Vincent Curcio,
Peter Bl'O$IIan) act as the catalytic agents in saving the marriage, and giving some meaning
to the lives of the others. The
trio are actually non·human
spirits who speak and act the
philosophy 01 Eliot.
Mr. Kappenburg was unsure
and unconvincing throughout
the entire play. He seemed Ul
at ease in most every situation,
and otten spoke 50 rapidly that
the meaning was lost. His attempt at an English attent ran
from SCottish to 100000er-ciass
English to someone with a
mouth full of crackers. It
would have been better to let
him speak without an attent.
Mr. Mann had much the same
trouble, but his attent was
better.

ComIcR...,

BOOKS

Secular City Builds
On Religious Decoy
Awaiting deatll in a German
prison for crimes against the
Third Reich, Dietrich Bon·
hoeller continued to grapple
with the indictments against
C1lrIstianity. He was plagued
by the need of a relevant and
more germane presentation of
Gbrist to the modem world.
Frun his cell he writes, "We
are proceeding toward a time
of no religion at all. How do we
speak in a secular fashion of
God!" The shadow of this
martyred theologian still per-meates present day discussion.
We can not proceed "beyond
Bonhoeffer" until we face the
realistic questions he has posed.
Tbe Secula!' City, by Harvey
Cox, is an attempt to meet
this challenge.
Today we live in a techno\>
olis, a rapidly expanding industrial society. Traditional religion has collapsed and is no
longer a concern to the pragmatic and profane man who
inhabits lhis new city. The
gods of supernatural myths and
metaphysical systems have ned.
secularization, a historical process, has liberated man and
allowed him to devote his entire
effort to this world and tn his
feUow man. (As Daniel Calla·
han has said in his reflections
on Tbe Secultu' City, "there are
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many ways of gaining one!'s soul
and losing the! world. The world
we stand to lose is the world
Christ has redeemed:') I not
oniy ftnd Christ In the other,
but ] work out my own salvation through my involvement
with the other. Cox is not just
baptizing these new social
changes but embracing them.
He views the!m in Bonhoeffer's
words as 'man's coming age."

Continually returning to Biblical expression Cox shows the
afl'inlty between the modern
temper and the Judaic under·
standing of God and the world.
Christianity has suffered under
the Greek spatialization of God.
We have lost the sense of
Yahweh moving in history al·
ways calling His people on. This
view of God is one who creates
social change and it is our duty
as Christians to discern His action and to join In it. The
Gburch Is to be God's .\'&IItKU'de, As with Christ it must
proclaim the new message, per·
sonify its meaning and, most
important, demonstrate it in
social activity. This will demand
continual res hap I n g. The
Church must be open to con·
stant aggIornAlDento, As Kier·
kegaard has said, "we are always becoming Christians." The
kingdom Of God Is always 1m·
manent.

Leads To Freedom

Saturd.,
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An Exorcist
The Church's social involve-ment demands a variegate of
responses. Our generation is
witnessing the emergence of
Latin America, Asia and Africa.
A theology of revolution must
be preached if the modus ope'"
&lldl of the Christian is not to
be paralyzed in these dltricult
situations. The Church must
also act as an exorcist against
the arising of new closed world
views of secularism. It is In
this context that we see Cox's
scatting attack on the Playboy
philosophy as being basically
antl·sexual and as only offering
a new bondage for the secular
m~.

What Cox Is demanding is a
new maturity. Our choke has
been broadened by the secularization process but new slaveries
arc always appearing. The Secular City is complex. ''It poses
risks of a larger order than
those it displaces. But the prom·
ise exceeds the 'peril, or at least
makes it worth taking the risk."
lar City. The deconsecratlon of
Paul MorrilJ

Cox does not just stay on a
Daily Special Me.1s
theoretical level but throws him...,
UNDER $1.00
self Into contemporary Issues.
The question of cultural p1uralluncheon
ism, which was so articulately
Dinners
defended by the deputy prime
minister of brael, Abba Eban,
Hou.... M-..Fri. 6
• • , ......
6
6 p.......
last year at the Paaem ta TerrilJ
Su..........·1 p , hdfat Oftly conference In New York, has a
" I special slgniAcance in the secu-

""W.st .

values as with nature and politics has shown the relativity of
or formulations. We can never
absolutize for this only invokes
rigid systemization which cJes.
trays man's attempts at growth
and deeper insight. This l'lhould
not lead to a despair or nihilism but to frefllom. ]n scripture
we see the constant refusal of
Yahweh to be conceptualized
in images which can never fully
encompass God. We must admit
the subjectivity of our perce\>
lions but as Neibuhr has l'hown
"it is not apparent that one who
knows his concepts are not unJ·
versal must also doubt that
they are concepts of the uni·
versal." Iconoclasm then Is a
necessary consequence of faith
in the Creator.

LosIIg SlgIIt

A T1l1rd Force
The original purpose of NATO
and the Marshall Plan has been

accomplished ]n Its nature,
NATO is not permanent. Eu.
rope feels that she no longer
needs our protection. Ouu'les
de Gaulle wants a European
atomic arsenal, not an Atlantic
multilateral force controlled by
the United States: in his vision
of a Europe des patries, he
wants to see Europe as a third
force. Europe. and especiaUy
France, (eels that the military
protection of the United States
cannot be trusted. Would the
United States risk herself to
defend Europe in any eventuall·
ty! 1bere is deep doubt abroad
that she would.
The United Nations charter
Is based on the old big power
alliance and balance system
that is becoming obsolete. U
Thant admits this. ]( a resurgent Europe causes a rebirth
of the old balance of power system, what wlll this system
mean In a world equipped for
atomic warfare! Balance of
power today means potentiality
for mutual destruction. Cannot
the prospect of this bring us to
a new kind of world unanimity'!'
That Is the question which Steel
leaves un8tllwered because he
doea not raise it. But It is the
logical question to ask after
taking a hard and honest look
at the state of our all1ances.

-..8_

More Letters...

======'On The Spot' ======

Continued from PAGE 2

To the Editor:
In reading the weekly STAG
I have noticed that only certain articles going on on-cam·
pus are reported. I do not
know what the function of the
STAG is or ought to be on this
campus, but I Clo know that I
tan1lot agree with what is de
facto taking place. J shall never
be able to understand or ae.
cept how exces.~\·I~ amounts of
space can be aJloted to nn extra
curricular activity such as
basketball (not to I':1entlon the
rally) without any reference to
the play '11le Cocktail Party"
put on by a group of students
participating in another form
of extra curricular activity. In
the future why not give time,
space and attention to all 3Ctivities on campus or at least let
us know what activities you
think oaly worthy of leportlng
and supporting?
Sincerely,
Dr. .fOfleph G. Grual

By Tom Browne

This week Mr. Torn callahan

was Interviewed M.r. Callahan
was recently appointed to the
OlairmanShlp of the Grievance
C'.ommittee (THE STAG, Nov.
17th)
8tae: Exactly when did you

take over the Ouunnanshlp 01
the Grievance Committee?
CallahaD: "I was appointed
on Nov. 11th. My name was
placed in nomination bc:ofore the
Legislature and was approved
by thnn."
Stae: Had you had any ex·
perience with the committee before that time?
CallahaD: "No."
Stac: What prompted you to

accept this position!
Cailabaa: "I fclt that I hl\d
done enough complaining and it
was time to see what I could
do about it. I fell that Ihis
was a good opportunity to 40
this."
Star: I would imagine that
the Grievance Committee Is
kept fairly busy. Is this so?
CaUa.baa: "No not really."
8tae: Why!
CalIabUl: "There arc anum·
bel' of reasons. I have jUlit been
appointed and therefore the

Stae: From where will these
"corridor councils" get their
authority?
Callahan: ''The dorm councils'
authority would rest in the students' hands. The office will
issue a memorandum (.'()I'lC(!:rning
this. The members of the council will be elected by the students and therefore, in a sense,
the students themselves give
the authority. 'Jbe responsibility
rests in the students to maintain order. The students would
be judged by fellow students.
In extreme cases, the memo
bers of the council will hold
a meeting to decide whether
or not a certain student should
be brought before the Court
for violations. The Court would
be the only one, as far as the
corridor councils go, who could
eampus a student or take other
disciplinary action.

COlTUlUttce is not totally in effect under me. I have spent the
week making plans. The complaint forms have not been cir-.
culated yet, but they will be out
very shortly. Besides this, there
have been a great number of the
student's complaints already
solved"
Stae: Such as?
Callahan: ''There is more libTom Callahan
('rty concerning check-in on
weekends, the obligation for
St&«: Do you fonee any frlemandatory Mau has been lifted
for the most part. and there arc tion between the "corridor councils" and the rest of the stuseveral others."
S ..... : In a recent Intervlt'W dents on the noors!
CaUahJuI: "Not if the Student
with Mr. Bannon, (THE STAG.
Nov. 10th) he mentioned the Body as a whole, looks upon
possible creation of "corridor the corridor councils in the
councils' 'to replace the present right way. The student attitude
dorm regulations for Juniors is most important. The memand Seniors. Do you know an)'- bers of the corridor councils are
not going to be policemen_ They
thing about this '!'
eau.haa: "We have been will be there merely to mainworking with Fr. GaIlareJli and tain order, not to pass judgment on a student:'
Mr. Bianchi about this:'
S .....: "Exactly how would
St.,-: Don't you feel that this
this system work'!'
whole system is a little idealCaI.labaI:I: This system would istic?
mean the doing away with 'olrCalla.han: "Yes it is. In fact,
corridor' permits, the elbnina- it is very idealistic. But, what is
tion of 'otf-campus' permits wrong with idealism, the Con·
(sign-in would be 12 o'clock), stitution of the U.S. is idealistic
and there would be unliminted and It has worked out! This
late lights. These concessions would be some effort towards
would be granted to Juniors and responsibility. The student Is
Seniors only with the stipula- going to be faced with a lot of
tion that "corridor councils" responsibility once he graduates
were formed. "The Lay and from college."
Jesuit prefects have been conStag: Do you feel that you
sulted, but the ultimate deciswill be able to find the necesion rests with Fr. GallareJII:'
sary number of men on each
It this system Is approved it
"oor to carry out their dutlcs
will be on a "six week trial
at the risk of placing a "wall
basis". ''There seems to be a lot
of enmity" between themselves
of complaints about the present
and their fellow students?
system. J am not saying
Callahan: "Yes, there are
whether these complaints are
true or false. All that I am say- men on aU "oors. The whole
ing, is that t have the feeling thing comes down to the at·
that there Is a general atmos- tltude of the students."
S~: Is the Administration
phere of questioning In this
In favor of such councils?
area."
s.....: How wlll these "cor- CallahJul: "We deal with Fr.
ridor councils" be set up?
GalJarelli. It is his decision.
Callahan: ''There will be two The rest of the Administration
to four men on each corridor respects the fact that the ulwho are elected by the students timate decision rests with Fr.
on the corridor."
GaJlarelli."

Stac: To get back to the
Grievance Committee, in general, do feel that this committee
Is, In a true sense, a means of
communication betw('(,'n the
Student Body and the Administration'!'
Callab&a: "Yes. In the last
few weeks I have spoken to a
number of the school administrators. 1bey are all very reasonable men. However, they do
Insist that the student ettne to
the m completely prepared,
which, I believe, is only fair.
Slar: We haven't heard much
from the committee of late.
Have there been any other
noteworthy developments resides the possible "corridor
councils"?
Callahan: There is one other
thing. The Student Legislature
has a grievance Committee of
Its own. Our duties overlap In
some areas, but there Is a need
for both committees. Since this
Is the case, we are trying to
com e to some agreements
whereby we can "worl( to- Re: Articles on "The Cocktail
gether". "We have not oft'iclally Party:" cr. Vol. 17, No.6,
been informed as to whether
Page 3; Vol. 17, No.8, Page
or not the "corridor councils"
3.
and review in ~odRY'S issue.
have lx!en approved. (This was
Fri., Nov. 19th) but If they
are we can expect them to go Hi~wia~wia~,,-ai.·,-aa··o*,••-a.,.o,~,.,i~""~"""·'iai""i't'"
I n t 0 effecl sometime after
Thanksgiving."
To the Editor:
SI... : Thank you Mr. CallaIn the past, faculty, stullents
han.
and editors have complainet'
strenuously about the Index of
Forbidden Books and even de.
CO'nUnued fMm PAGE I manded that it be abollshed.
Now that the regulntions govmust be preserved and still have
erning the possession and readeffective regional programs."
of such books have heen so reFr. McJnncs cited the need
laxed I find it difficult to comfor the university's Involvement
prehend how the editors ("·f the
in this issue because "the uniSTAG could let such an imversity is a non-partisan organ
portant matter be inserted in
of communication. Our role is
the latest edition under a headto set up Crt'(', open forums. The
ing
(Forbidden ~"'.sl thllt was
Church can only help its memat
the
\'ery least misleading.
ben, the Chamber of Commerce, only business."
Perhaps no article in recent

Forum Con't.

memory has been more Of'SCrving of top billln;;: than this one.
One wOI.Ild have E'xpected a
pointed well·de\'Cloped tll tlclle
rather than the simple natement furnished by the Office
of the Dean. In addition an
editorial should have been de-"oted to the contents of the
statement. My only I':OlIlmeT'It
after reading the STAG is that
the lifting of the restriction
:)bvjously cannot be of vital interest to the editors and, perhaps, even to the student body.
[( that is the case then s0mewhere along the way, we have
kist sight or the aims ond purposes of a Universit)·.
Sincerely,
Dr• .fOlMph G. GraMI

To the Editor:
Since student groups are
known for their willingness and
abillty to help worthy organizations with great fervor, I would
like to appeal to readers of the
STAG for hellp on behalf of
Synanon. We are tring to collect 5 million S & H trading
stamps with which to obtain
two Volkswagon buses, which
Synanon needs desperately for
transportation belw('(,'o its facilities on the West Coast.
Synanon Foundation, Ioc. is
a non-profilt corpt')ratlon for the
rehabilitation of dnl':: addicts.
They receive no federal, state
or local funds, relying entirely
on the generosity of people like
you and me to support Its work.
[( you would like to help, please
send your S & H stamps to
Sponsors of Synanon, Greens
Farms, Conn. Your donation
will be greatly appreciated.
Yours sincerely,

Mrs. S _ lO'"
Sponsors of Synanon

YOUR SHIRTS are now protected with exclusive
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The Grab Bag Taken To Task
Few Questions
To the Editor.
I have a few questions to ask

Mr. La Bruxza:
1. What's wrong with patriotism!
2. Why is it questionable
whether a rally that is a demon·
stration of unity and patrlotllJllt
has any plae<> on a college campus?
3. What's wrong with the
American flag and the Star
Spangled Banner?
4. Since when has totalltarl·
anism ever been morally right?
5. What Is a legitimate ex·
ercise of academic f~om?
6. Since when does not the
expression of one s.ide of an
issue help lead one towards
truth and understanding. if in
the past, the other side has al·
ready been examined and ~
jected!
7. Is it not possible that the
four speakers at the rally might
be slightly more qualified on
the subject matter in question
than you, Mr. Stewart, or Fr.
Bresnahan, S.J.
Mr. La Bruzza, the Pro Viet·
nam Rally was never meant to
be an open forum or dialogue.
All one had to do was read the
announcements to realize this.
Its purpose was "to demonstrate the extensive support of
the student body for the Vietnam policy." I and close to 800
other !ltudents are sorry if you
wert' disappointed.
Sincerely yours,
John M .. Candido '66

Psuedo
To the Editor:
1 have just finished reading
several articles in the "Stag"
of November 17, 1965, in which
Ole authors attacked the Veterans' Day Rally of November
11, 1965, sponsored by the Pul>
lie Affairs Forum. Both ot the
negative writers called for an
evening of information on the
campus, concerning the war In
Vietnam. I also endorse such a
meeting of the minds.
However, the rally of November 11, was not intended to be
a debate between the "goodies
and the baddies". ANYONE
could see that it was to be
and effccth'ely was. an Even
ing of Reaffirmation In Support
of the U. S. Commitments in
Vietnam. It was a weU~rgani
zed rally, not a debate, dialogue
dr whatever tile PSUEOO Intellectuals want to tag it. It
was for a \'ery simple reasonto demonstrate wiOl rationality
and patriotic emotion, to the
nation, that Fairfield University
supports the U. S. inevitable
action In Vietnam.
Dr. Van der Kroef is a very
articulate and well informed
scholar and authority. Dr. Nor·
man, Prof. Donnaruma and Dr.

Abbott, aU gave thoughtful
positivI:' contributions to the
evening's program.
This evening was conducted
to counter the anti-war rallies
which have spread across the
countrY In the last 6 months.
This rally eft'ectively countered
the pacifist displays. Chalnnan
Matt Lyons and his committee
of the Public AtTalrs Fo~m
should be heartily congratulated
for their excellent job and posi·
Uve efforts. It is about lime
someone did something a bit
more imaginative than concen·
trate on phony-philosophy and
complaining.
Patriotically,
Phil

How~

'69

Do Half As Much
To the Editor:
When a man feels that !'Ornething is wrong, then let him
try to convince others that what
he believes in is right. This is
the whole principle behind the
civil rights movement and the
current demonstrations on the
United States' policy In Vietnam. A few weeks ago, a group
of hard working patriotic in·
dividuals planned and staged a
rally in favor of what they believed in. Right or wrong, they
took a stand and showed by
some positive actions not only
that they favored the United
State's policy In Vietnam, but
t h l:t t they were interested
enough to do something about
It
Since the time of the Veterans Day Rally. there have been
a number of complacent and
indifferent individuals who, although not willing to make any
attempt to display their own beliefs, are willing to criticize
the attempts of others. I ehallenge Olese people to do balf
as much to make their feelings
known at Matthew Lyons and
his conunittee have done to
make their feeling known.
Kenneth Robln§On '69

Misunderstood It
To the Editor:
Re.; Mr. LaBruzza.
It seems that you failed to
read or perhaps you simply
misunderstood the posters ad·
vertising the November 11 th
Reaffirmation Rail)' on Vietnam. It was not planned as a
"dialogue" (This seems to be
the big 'in" word this year as
apathy was last year). For the
past year or so we've heard the
other side of the Vietnam situation as presented by the emotional demonstrations taking
such fonns as student protC!Sts,
teach-ins, draft card burnings
and more recently self-immolation. It was now time for the
American "quiet fighter" to be
heard. He spoke against Communist agression in the past _
Gr~. Korea, Hungry, Cuba.

FAJ.RFIELD LAUNDROMAT
POST ROAD, FAIRFiElD
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AT MRS. BROWN'S OFFICE NEAR THE MAIL BOXES
THE BEST IN LAUNDERING
WE FOLD 'EM TOO!
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In some cases he was too llilent
or not listened to. In olhers his
stern and determined ,'oice was
heard and real lovers of freedom Hnd liberties saw the need
for action. This was the case
on November 11th. The voice
of the "quiet ftghler" was
aroused. It was now his turn
and he knew he had to shout
and shout he did: Let's hope
It WllS not too late.
Frank Zaino '00

American to have faith in his and the strength of his con·
country, to defend his country, victions. If )'00 are not patrioand to die for his country if tic enough to realize this, Mr.
La Bruzza, you can always exBy denying the place of patri- ercise your right to study at
otism in a man who is pre- Moscow U.
senting his views, Mr. La BruzPatriotically,
za must also deny his sincerity
E. Gordon Ifaeloop '68

n""""""".

One

Small

'Voice

Nod For Lyons
To the Editor;
I would like to take this opportunity to congratulate Matt
Lyons and all those involved in
the planning of the Veteran's
Day rally. Special praise is also
due to the student body for its
fme attendance.
In this age of the draft card
burner and the unconclentious
objector, it is satisfying to know
that there are patriotic American college students who will
make an effort to voice their
convictions.
Very tnlly yours.
C.-raid II. &-r.-IIU '67

One Sided
To the Editor:
1 would. at this lime, like to
thank Mr. La Bruzza tor his
one sided critique on an exprcssion of American Imtdotism.
Freedom is a right guaranteed to aU citizens of the United
States, including Mr. La Bruna
He ponders the seeming dilemma of what place or of what
validity was the patriotic dem~
onstration which was held on
campus in support of the U.s.
policy in Vietnam. Mr. La Bruzza criticizes the fact that emotionalism was the chief characteristic while reason was omit-

,«I.
I would like to say that Mr.
La Bruzza Is wrong. Such a
demonstration has every right
to appear on a college campus.
It is an expression of Il political
point of view which is pertinent
to a liberal arts education. The
demonst.ration was precisely
that and not a debate of the
issues. If Mr. La BruzUl wishes
to hear the other rational point
of view hI' can always !'it in
front of the U. N. or the Penta·
gon waiting for an answer. If
none is forthcoming. Mr. La
Bruzza. you might try a slow

burn.
t would also like to point
out Mr. La Bruna's error in
assuming that the demonstration made use of misplaced
emotion. The learned scholars
who addressed the assembly
rationally considered the facts
and formed conclusions whleh
often conflicted. Acting upon
this pretense and the conviction
that they were right, they manifested their ideas In an aura of
patriotism which enables an

The Congressional Resolution on Vietnam (ll. J. Res. 1145)
reads in part: " ... the United States is assisting the peoples of
southeast Asia to protect their freedom and has no territorial,
military or POLITICAL ambitions in Olat area, but desires only
that these people should be lett in peace to work out their own
destinies in their own way ..." This statemen' obl'lousl)' mellDB
tbat we do not plan the forced IndoctrlnaUon of the Vletnarnese
people In the 1"0Iden wa)" of democrac)', but are ftghUng onl)'
to prel'ent the FORCED takeol'er of southeast Asia by communism.
With this in mind, I would like to present a few thoughts
on the relative merits of a communistic or socialistic form of
go\'ernment in southeast Asia.
There are certain factors that govern the existence of any
society in the twentieth century. Of these, the most important
are perhaps education and urbanization. Education hi important
~ause In an increa...lngly technologtcoll)' lind intellectually
orientated world, It. IKIddy must howe tbe backl;"round and the
lI('umen to manilluillte lhl' \'lIrlous subtleties of International
ooononuC8 to poIlUC'!I. This knowledge can only be acquired.
through an Intensive educational program ,through which the
entire population can grasp, at least superficially, the problems
its government Is facing and so lend its support to the leaders.,
whose grasp of the problem goes beyond a superficial under~
standing.
Urbanization is equally important because past history has
demonstrated that the food problem inherent in an expanding
society cannot be met by an agrarian system, where each member of the population farms a small piece of land and reaps a
har\'est proportional with his needs. The only W3)' in whkh the
8O*t)' can prOlide an adequate food supply for Us popula.tlon is
through the Increased use of technologlcaJ I&(h-an~ and th.ili
nt'CfliSitates automaUon and the consequen't development of
Jargl', centrall)' ('(IOtrollcd food production centers.. This development results in the ousting of the small farmer. and his absorption into the urban centers, where a growing Industrialism
makes use of his manpower.
The d:ifliculty is that both the educational and urbanizational procedures result in the leveling or the relative social
strata of the population. Both go against the ancient caste
system so long ingrained in the religion and thought of the
Asian peoples. Mass education puts the various castes on an
identical intellectual plane, and allows for dIstinction only
among individuals and not among castes. Urbanization throws
man into the city, where he must cope both with annonymousness and mobility, and deal with people ot various social
strata.
Sin('e the d('\"elopment of th(' southeastern Allinn countries
resl.<i in lllr~e llIeallllre I1llOn th~ t.wo Ilhenomena. and ",loce
both run contrllr)' to their anCient, Ing-rllined way of life, the
Ilroblem Is In finding' a form of !:"Ol'ernment. acceptable to these
peoilic \\'tuch will allow for the most comfortahll' transition into
modern world IKM'lety.
At first glance it might appear Olat democracy furnishes the
mechanism for this comfortable transition because It proclaims
all men as equal, and thus destroys the basic idea of the caste
system. But a second look Tel'eals that the democratic institution is built on the concepts oC individual freedom and indi\':idual expression at the expense of the social unit. Demoeracy
bas advanced toward the conUDon good concept only in 80 far
/t.lI It has adopted tlle Ideas of soclalhatlon. As conceived two
hundred years ago, it contained little emphasis on the social
unit. A glance at the bitter struggle resulting from the industrial rel'o!ution reveals this. Pure democracy functions best within
an agrarian society.
Socialism (or modified communism) on the other hand
places the emphasis (admittedly ~xaggcrated) on the social responsibilities of man. It effects the necessary leveling process
by making all men units or the collective whole, and in this
way. by setting up a common goal for men to attain, destroys
the basic inequality present in the caste system. It allows for
the transition by artificially creating the phenomena or anonymity and mobility that will soon be actualized within the
urban society.
It might be argued that !Welallsm tenM to degrade the
lodhidual, and that the dignity of tbe hWlllln ))f!r80n must be
maintained. Admittedly, tllb Is true. and wben tbe transWon
to an urban 8OCIet)' III ell'll('ted the consequent rise of the middle
cia
w1ll fOr<l6 50Cialism to acknowledge tblll prtnclple, as It
Is forelnl:' acknowledgment lo RussIR. But during the interim,
I can see no better way of comfortably raising southeast Asia
to its proper le\'el than through a governmental policy of
socialism.
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SPORTS PERSONALITY
B~'

Tom Henneklns

It Is very rare when a person can go through three )'Cllnl

ot college without making an enemy. It is even more startling

was not as mighty as Campion
2 nor as loud as Gonzaga 3.
George led them to a very respectable season. He feels that
the enthusiasm of intramural
football could easily be con·
verted into the spirit of A Fairfleld Football Club. He is O\'erjoyed with the new intramural
program and (eels that "it adds
a tremendous amount of relaxation and offers a wonderful
chance to excel to the average
athlete that would otherwise
be overlooked."
George Is pn:osently an English major at Fairfteld. He Is
also atriUated in activities dcaJing with the Catholic Worker
and Christian Doctrine. His
main ambition is to join the
anned forces and eventually
become an astronaut. He has
been a tine student and a real
"Fairfield gentleman." While
reputed to be an extl'('tnely
quiet guy, his Irish temper can
explode if pushed too far.
George has always been a
leader among his class. He
strives to be the best in everything - a good winner and a
hard loser. It Is widely known
that not many men could feasibly become astronauts. However, with the tine credentials
thai he possesses. don't bt' surprised to read about a successful George Donoghue at Cape
Kennedy.

when that [K!rson can be described as Un outstanding athlete as
well as a fin!' student. Such has been said of George Donoghuethe "Little General" of Regis
l's football team and an allaround outstanding figure.
George was a standout In
baseball and football at Holyoke Catholic High SChool in
Holyoke, Massachusetts. His diversified Interests brought him
much acclaim in both sports
and his well-rounded Ideals led
him to tutoring in the Christian Doctrine Program. This
was designed. IlttOrding to
George, "to elevate the underprivileged and mal-adjusted into
the realm of respectability.'
His outstanding work led him
to the position of Chainnan of
the Christian Doctrine Program
at Fairfield.
One 01 the original founders
of the Football Club, George
says that "I am greatly opposed to the school's overstress
ot basketball. Although I'm a
great advocate ot the game I
George Donogbue
feel that the Athletic Department should maintain a greater
diversity." George Is an avid
years at Fairfield. He has par·
tollower of the Swgs but also
foresC!es that the school's ex- ticlpated In three straight aUpansion should lead to a growth star games and is a sure bet
in as many llports as possible. for a fourth. Although his club
He was duly angry when the
Fairfield Football Club failed to
emerge this year but predicts
that "the club will be highly
successful if proper organizaWon
.
tion can be combined with good Campion 2
11
..
student and administrative sup. Gonzaga 3
8
Campion 4
.
9
port."
..
7
George has been an intra- Regis 2
7
mural standout during all four Regis 3 ..........•.. , .
Regis 1 .........• ,
.
5
5
Loyola 1
.
Gonzaga 1
.
2
Regis 4 ........•........
2
.
3
As the intramural water polo Gonzaga 2
2
Loyola
3
.
tournament completed its sec-.
ond week of competition. t""oo Loyola 2
more tearns were eliminated in Campion 3 .....•..•.....

In lramura Is

BROWN STARS

1st round of play. Gonzaga 1
tell prey to Campion 4, 4-3,
while Regis 4 swamped Loyola
3, 6-2. Campion 4 and Regis 4
thus joined last weeks winners,
Gonzaga 3 and Loyola I, In
the 2nd elimination round.
Gonzaga 1's Tim Roa:::h and
Campion 4's John Hamel traded
goals in a flrst half I-I defensive
struggle. In the second half rugger Jim Nicksa "took to the
water" and scored twice as he
sparked campion 4 to the 4-3
victory. Paul McGrath added
a goal for the victors, while
Paul Baslrlco and Grey Leaman
ot Gonzaga 1 kept the score
close in the nip and tuck battle
with their 2nd half scores.
The second contest ot the
night featured n great individual show by Rt'gis 4'5 Rick
Brown. Brown scort'd 4 goals,
two In t'ach half, us Regis 4
literally "splashed" Loyola 3
with their six scores.
The game, howcv~, had been
deadlocked at the half 2-2, with
Tony Hartigan and Peter Burke
scoring for Loyola 3 to offset
Brown's two goals. But Regis
4 completely dominated the sec-ond half as they scored four
times. Brown matched his first
half heroics and Bob Rietweisner and Jay Standish added
scores to tum the contest into
a runaway victor for the
Reglsmen.
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Points
2J
18
]8

Regis! Golf ehBmpli, (rom lefl to right,
PIons. Larry' IA-ete, and John Iknediet.

,.
12
7

"
7
4
]
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Frank

Regis 2 Wins
GoH Tournament
The fil'St of many championships in the widely expanded
intramural program was decided last week as th.. 4-man
golf team from Regis 2 walkrd
away with the title by 10
strokes to capture the Fall golf
tourney. Another golf outing Is
planned for the spring and
greater participation is anticipated due to the weather.
The tourney was run so that
each floor had 4 men play 9
holes each and this combined
36 hole score would be used to
detennine the winning squad.
The linksters from Regis 2 won

handily as consistent scoring
proved to be the difference.
Larry Leete was the individual leader as he stroked a fine
39. Ray Smith was a stroke
back and Frank Plona (431 and
John Benedict (44) rounded out
a fine team score of 166.
Bill Pritz (43) and Dave
Lingua (44) led the second
place Campion 2 team who
might have been in contention
except (or numerous penalty
shots.
A fine showing was made by
Gonzaga 1 which enabled them
to capture third place in the
tournament.

GREEN COMET
DINER

BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN

"TOPS IN TOWN"

Kill" Hl,hwly, R'I. IA
bit 2<4 CONlKticut Tu,"pil<.

I"

14

Ra)' Smith,

90 Kings Highway Cutoff
Fairfiekl, Conn.

A CONVENIENT STOP

FOR VOUR FRIENDS
AND RELATIVES

368-9471
Take Connecticut Thruway
Exik 23 or 24

367-4404

Just 5 Minum from Campus
Recommended by AAA

world's biggest sell~1
• AlL MODELS AND
COL •.5 AVAILABLE
FOR IMMEDlAn

DELIVERYI
FINANCING

ARRANGID

ON
PREMISES
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Campion 2 Wins
Intramural
Football
I

As the 1965 Intramural Foot· league, upped his season's total

points when they foreed a
safety on a fumbled Byron
weeks, Campion 2 reigns as the
Against Regis 4 Burke hit for Collins kick In the end zone.
league champions by virtue of three scores, teaming up with
Regis 2 topped Loyola 3, 2'()
a near perfect 114-1 record favorite receivers Billy Casey as Jim Spano passed 40 yds. to
Leading In second place are and Marty Murry while "Bird" Tom Wilkos for one score and
"McPeakes Raiders" of Gonzaga Durrie broke into the scoring Vin L'Esperanee took the
3 with a commendable 8-1-2 column for the first time on a ground route for another.
slate.
"sleeper" play. Marty Murry
Regis 1 "'--on by forfeit over
The Campion 2 defense, also picked up an extra pI. on Regis 4 for their nfth victory
The Sial;: harriel"lJ In acUon beaUn$:' Nt"" Ha'·en Colle$:'e for
largely
responsible for the an end run. The final score,o.:'_':h:'=="'O:"'=o:.
:...-:'h:'=I:....:'"=~::....:t":.I=O=:O':....:": ••
:....:-=="'O:.
~
team's success, continued its 19'(), Campion 4.
stingy ways last week and roe.
Loyola 1 fell before Campion
fused to give up a score by the 4, 13-2 Burke again hit Billy
opposition, The result was three Casey and Marty Murry for
more wins added to Campion scores while "Bird" Durrie re2's unblemished record.
peated on the "sleeper" play
Against Regis 2, Paul Garstka for an extra pt. The frash
pitched two T.D. passes, a 50 foreed a safety for their 2 pIs.
yd. bOmb to Pete Odium and a
Gonzaga 2 nipped Campion 3,
short strike to Pat Scully, The 6-2 as John Whalen hit Phil
final score, 12-0, Campion 2.
Tomich for the winners' score.
By John ClUldldo
height advantage, Yale man· but lucked thr consistency that
Loyola 3 found themselves on The loosers picked up two
,ged to control both offensive wo'll "to boot ,u'h
Yale's
Payne
Whitney
Gymvc
"'...· '__H.......
...
the short end of a 6-0 verdict
and defensive boards.
nsslum
was
the
scene
of
the
teams
as
St.
Joe's
and
Provi·
as Garstka threw 15 yds. to
Though the Stags looke~ far d'OM
,,'
Stng's tirst pre-season scrim.. ...... Agalo,Fol
rne Id expe·
Pat Scully for the only score
from impressive. the statistics "0"-">
~ ...,,, t TO ubi e re heund
mage
last
Friday
aftcrnoon.
AI...
...........
of the contest.
though no official scorcs can be taken at the scrimmage showed ing.
campion 2 wound up their
kept due to NCAA regulations, that the Fairfield starting team,
Mike Branch pumped In twenseason by blanking Regis 1
the Stags found themselves on at least point wise, played bet· ty-five points while Pat Burke
7.(). Garstka whipped a 28 yd.
the short end of the total score ter than the starting Yale team, who saw limited action was 9
T.D. pass to Mike Grlftin and
after
eighty minutes of play,
Manhattan College for 18. Garl Menendez hit 5 for
Kevin Ryan took a short pass
The
scrimmage
was
split
into
6 early in the scrimmage and
for the extra point.
I
four twenty minute periods In
Following Friday afternoon's ended up with a total of 14
which both teams substituted scrimmage at Yale, the team points for the afternoon.
Cur, Spiri'
freely and frequently.
travened to New York's 101aManhattan, like YaJe, was a
"McPeakes Raiders," who
Coach George Bisacca started discn Square Garden to scrim- small but fast team. They shot
have added so much color and
co-captalns Mike Branch and mage Manhattan College. This close to 50% but could not
spirit to this year's iotramurals
Pat Burke and Bill Jones al the time the Stags came out on keep up with the Stag's starting
are finishing strong. Last week
Ihree forward spots. Bill Pritz the top side of the score at the five until late In the scrimmage.
saw them dnlbbing Campion 3,
and Jim Brown played at the end of the two hour plnying
Coach Bisacca and the tea.'"
8-0. Kevin Graham hit Billy
guard positions. The starting period.
are hopefwl that the diffi<:ulties
Murphy on a T.D. pass and the
five did not score in the first
Overall the Stags looked a experienced in bOth scrimmages
Ralden forced a safety on a
four minutes of the scrimmage little better than they had in can be ironed out before the
bad hike from center to round
as they made many mistakes the previous afternoon against opening game against St. Joe's
out the scoring.
and looked sluggish. The Stags YaJe. In spots they looked good on Dec. 4.
campion 4 finishing with a
fought back at the ten minute 1....- - - " ' - - - - - ' - - - ' - : : : . ' - . : . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
80urish picking up two more
mark and managed to pull ahead
wins as Brian Burke. probably
when both teams started to put
the best quarterback in the
in substitutes.
DECEMBER
All sixteen Stag players saw
OPPOl\'ENT
SITE
action as the second and third
Away·
So. Joe's
teams had up to forty minutes
College
Away
7
Boston
of playing time in the scrim11
St. Peter's (N.JJ
Away
mage.
51. Anselm's
Home
18
Xavier tOhio)
Away
Branch SeD.....
Duquesne (Penn.)
20
Away
22
St. Francis (Penn.)
Away
Mike Branch had an out29
U. Mass.
Home
standing day, hitting 10 for ]6
30
Acadia
Ho~
from the floor and 5 for 6
from the foul line. Both Charlie
JANUARY
Phillips and Ted Sotinsky also
looked good while In the Stag
Fairleigh-Dickinson
3
Home
lineup.
8
Holy Cross
Home
12
Don't give up school if funds are
Stonehill
Home
Yale, who had an undefeat22
So. Conn. St.
Away
ed freshman team last year,
short - you and your family are wei·
31
Niagara
Home
moved the ball sharply against
come to borrow at M&F (even if you're
the Stags and their hard driving
not depositors), M&F Personal Loans
FEBRUARY
offensive gave the Stag defense
are low in cost, easy to carry, quick
t r a u b 1 c. Despite Fairfield's
5
Villanova
Away
to arrange, Free life insurance
7
Assumption
Homc
included. (A loan of $2000 costs
Providence
Away
12
Bridgeport
Away
$-94,15 a month over 24 months,)
American U.
Home
St. Bonaventure
Away
22
Canlsius
Home
26
Georgetown
Away
~£:MECHANICS &
~.!!.,!!I-!.A~!
2B
Rider
Away
baU season enters its last two of T.D. passes to 23.

VARSITY FIVE
IN ACTION TWICE
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New Haven Arena
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